
 

 
 

Vaudoise Arena is a new multi-purpose indoor arena located in 

Lausanne, Switzerland. 

It was built to host the 2020 Winter Youth Olympics. 
 

 
 
Insitual (brand of Daplast) installed Avatar seating models.  With those arena seating models is very easy 

to increase or to reduce the seating capacity numbers according to the event, or even due to restrictions 

in number of spectators because of Covid-19 measures. 

 

The complex includes three ice rinks (the main ice rink, a training field and an outdoor ice rink). For all 

these spaces, Insitual has designed, manufactured and installed different arena seating solutions, even 

the equipment for press areas, designed and customized for this venue. 

This project has been a challenge to Insitual team for many reasons. Insitual is a brand of Daplast, specialist 

in stadium seating for sports facilities. Insitual offers “turnkey” projects management:  integral solutions, 

managed with own resources, from the analysis of the project to the installation itself.   

 

Vaudoise Arena is a multipurpose venue so in addition to hockey games - the arena host Lausanne HC of 

the National League – it was also conceived to host concerts and other shows. One of the must was making  



 

 

 

part of fixed seats easily removable. The installed solution is Avatar Basic seats, fixed on Halfen metal rails, 

really very easy to install and to remove in case the audience capacity is standing according to the event. 

 

 

 

Vaudoise Arena:  

 

- 3 rinks - the main ice rink, a training field and an outdoor ice rink. 

- 8.000 arena seats 

- Press area with 61 places.   

- Press conference hall (28 VIP Energy chairs) 

- Seats installed: Avatar Basic – Avatar Suite – VIP Energy chair 

- Tables for press area specially designed according to limited space available: with 2 seats which 

rotate 360 degrees and allows free movement in a narrow space. 

 

You can find more info about this project at: https://insitual.com/en/seating-solutions-flexible-

audience-capacity-sports-venues/ 
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